Terms and Conditions

Terms and Conditions as of 01/05/2018 which will be amended should the need arise.
All Members/Community Readers or those acting on behalf or representing the Members, who wish to join
Wealth for the Workers abn: 90 238 838 578, must agree with the following terms and conditions as
outlined below: They are for the protection of everyone concerned.
1. Members, Community Readers, Representatives and Agencies working on behalf of Wealth for the
Workers or anyone wanting to be part of the Wealth For the Workers’ Team, are hereby known as
‘Member’ and Wealth For The Workers is hereby known as “WFTW”.
2. Every Member must comply with the legal regulations, laws of the land, being State and Federal Law.
The Member must comply with any stipulation that WFTW has made in relation to adhering to any
needed changes in order to comply with the above. Further, it is the responsibility of the Member to
ensure that their business behaviour fully complies with any Trade Practices Act (Competition and
Consumer Act 2010) (ACCC), or Fair Trading Acts (State) or any equivalent stipulations.
3. Every Member who joins WFTW will behave in a manner according to the legal manner and rules,
directions and Terms and Conditions of WFTW and carry on the business of reading E.Books, listening
to Audio Books, downloading and enjoying both the Music and Art works in the catalogue and
introducing others to the E.Catalogue range of E.Books and /or E.Products found on the Wealth For The
Workers’ Website. If they wish to build their business, the first step is that they need to bring in new
Members to their team and these new Members will monthly also buy the E.Products from the WFTW
e.Catalogue on the 4th of each month when asked to “Activate’.
4. Each Member of WFTW is required to purchase a one off starter kit, pay a yearly admin fee and
purchase an E.Product Package on a monthly basis to stay in as members and get compensation
payments, achievement awards. Rewards are based only on production and sales of E.Products in the
catalogue and not on payments for membership (as membership is free) or recruitment of other
members.
One off starter kit: $55 (incl gst) due upon activating* as a Member of WFTW
Yearly admin fee upon first anniversary $55 (incl gst) due after 1st year in WFTW
E. Product Package $165 (incl gst) due monthly on the 4th of each Month after being asked to Activate.
5.

Members agree to be paid per the Achievement and Rewards Plan of WFTW and know that this
Rewards Plan may change at any time without the Member’s agreement but with a month’s prior notice.

From time to time WFTW will want to add rewards and include different rewards and these will be made
known in the Achievement and Rewards Plan which is on the WFTW website.

Activate*/ Activation /Activating
6.

At any time, as a Member within an already existing team, you may be asked to ‘Activate’ which means,
that although you may not have yet yourself achieved 62 people in your own team, someone else has and
as part of their team you will be expected to start immediately to pay for your E.Product Package on a
monthly basis to help them and you succeed. You do this knowing that everyone in every team is
required and expected to do work and to help each other to succeed by promoting sales of E.Books,
E.Products and bringing new members into the team and that these newer Team Members may in turn be
placed into your Team as and when the Teams expands so that you too succeed.

7.

This Point Is One Of The Main And Key Points Of The Whole WFTW Team
Project. Everyone That Comes Into Any Team Anywhere In The World Is Expected
To Help Their Fellow Team Members Succeed.
We will endeavour as best we can to ensure that all Members do have the required minimum 62
Members, however, if you are being asked to activate and you do not yet have the required 62 Members,
you are still required to Activate, as someone in your team does, and all Members must show patience,
even though they may have less than 62 + members in their team.
Members should clearly realise that they are required to train on how this business works and to help
their fellow team Members in order to be rewarded beyond the Team Builder Position. There is no
sitting back and doing absolutely nothing or refusal to help anyone else to succeed. We would like to let
you know that we are looking at the bigger picture and want to ensure that everyone is treated fairly and
no one has an advantage over anyone else. Your turn will come and by the time that comes, you should
be very happy with the outcome.
Please Note: If you do not activate within 3 months of being requested to do so and you have been
texted or emailed over and over again to activate, you will be flushed from the system and you will lose
your position in the team and any income that has been developed in the team that has grown around
you. As we have just mentioned above this whole activity is a team player environment where everyone
is expected to help each other succeed.
If you don’t wish to help others succeed then it is best that you do not become part of the team and we
wish you all the best in life.
All Members when asked to Activate must authorise their agreed upon financial institution to debit the
following from their financial institution on the 4th of the month:
1) The one off starter kit ($50 plus gst = $55) (Required for the first month…a one off payment.)
2) The annual admin fee ($50 plus gst = $55) ( Only Required After The First Year In WFTW.)
3) The E.Book Product Package payment monthly ($150.00 plus gst = $165.00) (required monthly on
the 4th of each month.)

8.

If at any time any Members in your team cancel their membership then you the Member will be obliged
to replace them to help the other affected members. If a Member cancels there will be no award or
financial compensation forwarded to those Members concerned through the loss of that team member.
WFTW cannot be expected to pay out commissions on team members who have not paid their monthly
product fees.

9.

The Member agrees to attend events whenever possible. WFTW requires all Members to attend weekly
meetings in their local areas (if such meetings are available) or if it is not possible to attend these events

then the Member is required to join in on weekly webinars from their home or attend regional meetings
wherever possible. It should be noted and encouraged that all new Members and all existing Members
should also attend these weekly meetings so that they can be given all the up-to-date information,
changes of E.Book Products, additions of products and Team Achievements and Rewards Plans, changes
or additions. Also at these team meetings, Team Leaders will conduct training sessions so that Members
may learn how WFTW operates and all about the E. Products range, so the Members can confidently
approach anyone with the E.Book Product Catalogue. Further, rewards and achievements will be
awarded at these Meetings so they are very important to attend where possible.
10. The Member also agrees that they are authorised and encouraged by WFTW to start up regular Book,
Music and/or Art groups, to discuss and share the ideas from the books, audio books, music, art work of
the month, to encourage social interaction with other team members and new customers. Additionally
with authorisation and agreement from the authors, artists and musicians have these authors, artists, and
musicians talk, play their music or share their stories behind their artwork at the meetings, to encourage
other budding writers, musicians, artists to write their own E.Books, Audio Books, create their own
Music or Art works. All such meetings must be put on in an acceptable, clean, ethical, happy and fun
way with the safety, health and well-being of all attendees and artists made as a priority.
11. The Member agrees to pay a monthly E.Product package payment by direct debit from their credit card
or PayPal account on the 4th of each month.
12. The Member agrees to follow the Team Achievements and Rewards Plan in order to get their full
benefits, awards, rewards and entitlements.

Please note: If the Member does not meet these requirements of getting new Customers and Members
in, but has activated their monthly e.Product Package, their entitlements are not flushed or removed from
them as they remain in the system until the Member meets the working requirements to reach the team
positions that they achieve.
If a Member gets sick or has an accident and is unable to continue, then their entitlements will continue
whilst they continue to pay their E.Book Product package. However in the event that the unthinkable
occurs, and they pass away, their entitlements will cease if they have no one to take over their legacy,
pay their monthly product fees and any last unpaid entitlements will be passed onto their estate.

Last Will and Testament
If in their “Last Will and Testament” they have named someone who is willing to take over their
position in the Team, the person so named takes on their ID number and that ID number now converts
into the new Team Member’s name, with all the necessary contact details and banking details updated.
The new Team Member must now follow the T and C if they wish to continue in WFTW.
13. If a Member wishes to sell their Team position, they are able to do so with the stipulation that the new
Member (purchaser) is made fully aware of all the T and Cs and the Achievement and Rewards Plan, so
that they can responsibly carry on the activities of running the business of the former Member. Before
such a sale is made, WFTW must approve the sale to this new person and must be able to see that the
person who wishes to buy the business from the Member who is selling has clearly demonstrated to
WFTW that they are genuinely interested in performing the duties and responsibilities necessary for the
success of their business.
14. All Members who have achieved the Title of Team Builder agree to subscribe to the Good News
Newspaper www.thegoodnewsnp.com.au weekly to allow for humanitarian activities to occur, as half of

this subscription goes to humanitarian projects. WFTW will deduct the $14.50 (incl gst) monthly
subscription from the Member’s Compensation payments, and will be sent a weekly copy of the Good
News Newspaper. This Good News Newspaper is also founded by Mr. and Mrs. Derek and Catherine
White. The Member’s agree for WFTW to extract their WFTW contact details and include them into the
Good News Newspaper database for the purpose of receiving the weekly copy of the Good News
Newspaper. If the Member wishes to receive the Good News Newspaper at a different email address
than the one supplied to WFTW, then the Member can submit a different email address to WFTW for
that purpose only.
15. Members agree to undergo any Leadership Training that WFTW deems suitable for the Member with the
desired result that the Member will continue to grow as a Leader in WFTW. This additional Leadership
training will begin (if not already begun by the Member him/herself) when they achieve the title of Team
Trail Blazer.
16. All Members are expected to support their team and nurture any new Members that need assistance so
that they can rapidly achieve success as they have in WFTW.
17. WFTW is in no way responsible for the nature of the information in regards to complying with any laws,
local laws, by laws, any local regulations that the Team Member is operating under in their suburb,
town, city, region or country and the Member is therefore held completely responsible for all of their
business efforts and behaviour. WFTW may offer advice to assist the Member but has no onus or
obligation to do this. If WFTW does offer advice, the final behaviour and any advertising they may take
out is still the total responsibility of the Member to ensure that it is legally proper and violates no law,
statute, regulation or membership compensation condition. Should there be any loss incurred, there will
be no liability put on WFTW. The Member acknowledges that it has not relied on any advice, changes,
suggestions, comments or any other communications whether written or verbal from WFTW or any
representation made by or on behalf of WFTW. The Member acknowledges that it has not acted on any
advice given from WFTW. All advertising must be paid for by the Member using his own name and
never that of WFTW.

The Member must never use WFTWs’ name in any advertising platforms, advertisements, pamphlets,
classified advertisement, display advertisement or any other type of advertisement.
18. WFTW must approve each and every advertisement that a Member wishes to have published. WFTW
has the right to refuse to have published any submitted advertisement without explanation or reason. If
any loss or financial loss is incurred through this refusal, WFTW will not be held responsible for the
failure to publish or the refusal to publish this submitted advertisement.
19. The Member commits to agree that if their desired advertisement contains the name, photographic or
pictorial representation of any living person, that the Member has obtained the person’s authorisation for
that person’s picture, name, copy or identity to be used in the proposed advertisement. The authorisation
from the mentioned person must be included with the submission. If any name of any famous deceased
person is being used, or photographs or pictures of them and they have a Foundation or Estate, then
authorisation must be accompanied from that Foundation or Estate to use their photograph, picture or
content from them.

Actively Finding Retail E.Book, Audio Books, Art and Music Customers
20. It is a requirement of all Members no matter which position they have reached are to actively find new
retail customers and show them the WFTWs’ E.Book catalogue to find an E.Book for them that will help

improve their life in some way or for entertainment or improvement of their skills for the Customer and
ask them if they would like to purchase it.
It is a requirement that all Members build up as many retail customers as possible and help them to
improve their lives or enjoy the wide range of styles and authors, by finding an appropriate E.Book, Audio
Book, Art or Music that they are happy to purchase, if it is appropriate to do so without any high pressure
sale practices employed in the sale of a product.
As we are a brand new Company we do not yet as of 01/05/2018 have a vast catalogue of E.Products at
this time that cover literally every taste and every category and genre of art/books/music. We ask that you
are patient with us as we are actively seeking out as many new Authors, Artists and Musicians to fill our
Catalogue with.
Many new Companies when they first start only start with 1 Product. As of this writing, we have 42. One
of the main purposes of the WFTW Company is to help as many new Authors, Artists and Musicians who
for whatever reason have not been able to get their works published and to help get them paid. So in the
beginning until we have a vast Catalogue to satisfy everyone’s tastes please be patient and know that we
are actively working on this point.
If you yourself or anyone you know has an E.Book, Audio Book, Artwork or Music that you would like to
have in our product catalogue please send it into us as soon as possible.
If in the process of getting to know your customer, you find that they may well benefit by being a
WFTWs’ Team Member, then you should ask them if they would like to be shown the Overview or any of
the other materials supplied to show them the benefits available by being a WFTWs’ Team Member and to
professionally guide them through this process with no high pressure or deceptive sales tactics, such as
making false claims or statements as to earnings etc. The E.Book Catalogue is placed on the WFTWs’
website and it will be updated as new Authors, Artists and Musicians come on board.

Errors
21. WFTW does not accept any responsibility for incorrect copy, text, advertisements, proposals, articles
etc., either over the phone or emailed, faxed or stated by the Member. If an error is detected by the
Member concerning a WFTW error, it is the duty of the Member to alert WFTW so that the error can be
rectified. Once written approval has been given to the Member, WFTW accepts no further responsibility
and cannot be held liable.
22. If the error or erroneous instructions have been taken over the phone, WFTW accepts no responsibility
unless WFTW receives written confirmation of the instructions or copy before the deadline as shown in
the appropriate Membership outline. If WFTW gets no notification of an error from the Member,
WFTW accepts no responsibility for the further reoccurrence of the error.
23. If a Member seeks assistance with:
a) Incorrect achievements or rewards
b) Member Disputes
c) Any proposal to remedy a situation
d) Member positioning
e) Errors when signing in a new member
f) Other
then the Member should contact WFTW Head Office to engage in a non-stressful, mutually beneficial
collaboration.
All assistance shall be handled during normal working hours, between the hours of 9am to 5pm Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday (Wednesdays, Fridays weekends and public holidays are excluded.)

Electronic Interference or Breakdowns on Member Payments
24. WFTW will take no responsibility for any Indirect or Direct loss in relation to any Banking disruptions
or payment failures which prevent the receipt of a payment by WFTW to a Member or payment for the
Publishing of any e-books that WFTW has listed in their E.Catalogue. This breakdown or interruption is
extended to any kind of communication from the any Member whatsoever on any matter.
This ruling is because WFTW has absolutely no control over phone, email, fax or banking lines or any
internet or telecommunications provider anywhere in the world or control over the breakdown of printers
or machinery at the printers or any of the distribution company’s errors anywhere in the world.
WFTW will however, handle as quickly as possible once they are made aware of any situation on any
disruption to the payments and when the interruption in the communication service is restored will work
with the Member to rectify the situation.
25. If the Member’s payment for their E.Product Package is not received by the due date for whatever reason
by WFTW, their monthly entitlements that they would normally receive will not be paid until the
E.Product package payment for that month has been received by WFTW.
26. If for any reason WFTW does not receive the monthly E.Product payment by the due monthly date then
WFTW will instruct the Member’s financial institution to attempt to process the E.Product payment 2
more times. Bank fees will apply. Any fees that WFTW get charged for late payments or non-payments
will be forwarded onto the Member. The Member’s E.Product package will be withheld until payment is
received. Also, the Member’s entitlements will be suspended until the product package payment is
received by WFTW.
27. From month to month, WFTW may
a) change the proposed selection of the E.Books
b) change the category itself without consultation or notification of the Member
c) change the date of publication of that category.
If the Member has encountered considerable loss from ‘b’ or ‘c’ above then the
Member is to notify WFTW within 4 days of delivery of the E.Book and give the
circumstances and the repercussions, and WFTW will take actions and work out a
suitable handling. WFTW accepts no responsibility for any direct or indirect loss on
the part of the Member, fancied or realised by any feature of this clause.

Credit
28. WFTW has the right to refuse credit to a perspective Member. All monthly payments are to be paid in
full by the Member by a monthly direct debit and the Member agrees to this. Payments are to be made to
Wealth For The Workers’ bank account electronically by a Direct Debit of their Visa Card, Master Card
or PayPal, (not American Express). Proof of the receipt of the payment must be confirmed before
Product allocation is made. The proof will be the Member’s ID number which will be present in the
transaction of the Direct Debit.
29. The Proof of Payment of the monthly E.Products will be the Member’s ID number next to the payment
in the WFTW’s bank account, proving the monthly E.Product payment has been received for that
Member with that accompanying ID number. This payment must be made on the 4th of each month.
30. If under special circumstances a credit line is granted by WFTW to a Member, all of the accounts must
be paid in full by the due date which will be shown on the invoice issued to the Member. If the Member
defaults and fails to pay the account by the due date, then a late fee of 5% will be added per month. If the
account goes over the due date by one month, a Final Letter of Demand will be sent out to the Member
and if this date of payment is not met with a full payment by the Member of all the invoice including
interest and any other fees or late fees added on as necessary, the matter will be given over to a Debt

Collection company to recover all outstanding amounts owing. Also, the Member’s commissions and
entitlements will be suspended and E.Products will not be emailed out to that particular Member until
the matter is settled.
31.

Failure to Pay
If payment of the monthly E.Products has not been received by WFTW by the 4th of the month, WFTW
will try to direct debit two extra times, making it three tries in all and will not make any entitlement
payments until such monthly E.Product payments have been settled in full. This is because of and as
stated above in Electronic Interference or Breakdowns on Member Payments.

32. If there has been an electronic error, an error outside of WFTWs’ control or realm of influence, then
WFTW cannot be held responsible for any financial loss but will endeavour to handle the error at the
earliest possible time. If after three attempts the payments are still not received by WFTW, the Members
commissions, entitlements, rewards or awards will cease to be paid until the matter is rectified by the
Member.

The E-Book, Audio Book, Art, Music Product’s Rate and Any Changes in Rates
33. The Member agrees to pay any rate increases that may be made effective from time to time at the
discretion of WFTW due to any increases in costs.

GST
34. The Member agrees to pay the GST component that is added to the costs of the products and services
that WFTW delivers. WFTW will ensure that it includes the cost of the GST when giving prices to the
Member and the Member agrees to pay this as part of the purchase price of the service or product. If the
GST is not paid in full by the Member, WFTW has the right to not send out the E.Products until payment
of the GST has been made along with the E.Product payment in full. Also any commissions or
compensation payment payouts will also be withheld until gst is fully paid by the Member.

Copyright
35. All photographs, copy, text or materials supplied by WFTW remain the property of WFTW and the
Member acknowledges that WFTW retains the copyright of all such text, photos, illustrations or artwork.
Further WFTW acknowledges the ownership of all of the eBooks, E.Products and materials from
authors, illustrators, writers, photographers, musicians remain the copyright and property of that
author, writer, illustrator that has provided the e.Material for the sale in the WFTW e.Catalogue.

P.O. Boxes, Addresses, Bank Accounts, Credit Cards etc.
36. WFTW will not agree to allow a Member to join WFTW where a Member has used a P.O. Box for their
address. All bank accounts and credit cards used by a member must be from a properly registered and
licensed financial institution. If it is found by WFTW that any address, bank account, credit or debit card
is used or given by a Member and is found to be false, incorrect or given deliberately to avoid the paying
of taxes or to avoid any law enforcement agency to contact them and question them about any unlawful
or illegal money laundering or terrorist activity or using their account to fund terrorist activities then
their Membership will be frozen or deleted from the system until such time that it can be proved by the
Member and the Authorities have cleared the matter up.

Member’s Personal Details
37. The Member will agree to give WFTW their Full Name, and in addition, if applicable, any company
name, ABN and street address (P.O. Boxes will not be accepted) and contact details at the time of
requesting the membership and email address, also mobile and home phone numbers. From time to time
WFTW will contact the Member to check on the accuracy of the Member’s contact details. If the

Member wishes to contact WFTW to let them know of any changes then the Member can do so by
contacting Central Files Office at WFTW using this email address: cath@thegoodnewsnp.com.au .
Also when everything is up and running correctly we will request your date and place of birth, home,
postal address, post code etc. This will be done for several reasons.
A: To send you birthday wishes on your birthday and also because we are required by law to have a
valid home address.

E-Book Products/ Catalogues/ Inserts/Other…
38. WFTW will, to the best of their capabilities, ensure that all e.Inserts, e.Pamphlets, E.Books or any other
accompanying e-Products are delivered to the Member’s email address, normally through a link to that
email address. However, if for some reason the said e-pamphlet, insert, flier, catalogue, or E.Book fails
to be received by the Member, or fails to be received on time or to the correct email address as given by
the Member, or distributes the material outside of the correct e-location, then the liability of WFTW, its
employees, agents, subcontractors etc. shall be limited to the receipt of that specific e-product or other ematerial and will be sent at the next convenient time and shall not in any circumstances extend to any
consequential losses or damages suffered by the Member.
The Member must report by Phone or email any missing E.Products to WFTWs Production Team as at
times emails end up in junk boxes or end up in cyberspace and WFTW will not necessarily know that the
Member has not received their E.Product package monthly unless they are notified by that Member.
WFTW will handle this situation by confirming the correct email address they have on file with the
Member and send out another E.Product package after the email addresses have been confirmed as
accurate.

Entitlement requirements
39. The Member agrees to meet the Team Achievements and Rewards Plan requirements. The Team
Achievements and Rewards Plan is on the WFTWs’ website. If the Monthly E.Product Payment has
been paid by the Member and the Member has agreed to go ahead with this system but has not supplied
the needed information such as an accurate email address etc. on time per the Terms and Conditions,
then WFTW cannot be held responsible for any failure in making the Entitlement, Commission
payments or delivery of the E.Products. Further, the Member agrees to let their own personal contacts
know about the e.Catalogue and E.Books and any other E.Products or other E.Products from the
e.Catalogue and encourage at least 2 other contacts of theirs to join WFTW as soon as the Member can.
As the Member’s team grows larger, the Member will be obliged to get more contacts into their team but
always by encouraging them to read and use the E.Catalogue first.
WFTW may change or adjust the Team Achievements and Rewards Plan in writing at any time as the
need arises. Rewards are being designed and these will be listed on the website at a later stage. All these
updates will be updated in the Team Achievements and Rewards Plan from time to time.
WFTW also clearly lays out the necessary production for acquiring new Members in the Team
Achievements and Rewards Plan, and these Requirement steps have to be followed and achieved by the
Members to ensure they are eligible to receive their entitlements throughout their journey.

Cancellations/Amendments

40. All Cancellations of the proposed E.Book orders are made 5 working days prior to the 18th of the month
(when the E.Books would normally be sent out to the Member.) Any cancellations received after the 5
working days will be deemed cancelled in the following month. If a cancellation occurs, this will
possibly affect the payment of any entitlements for the Member.
At this point, we are receiving no amendments to the E.Products that are proposed each month.

Attempts At Ripping, Stealing, Coercing Or Poaching Members Out Of WFTW
41. If any Member is approached by an outside networking representative from any other networking
company, with the clear intention and purpose of pulling or stealing the Member out of this WFTW’s
company and placing them into the one that they are promoting, then the following will occur:
a) The Member who has been approached is to immediately report this offense to the Internal
Affairs and Founders of WFTW.
b) The Member may join other Networking Companies as a distributor if they choose but if they
choose to do so they must also resign in writing from WFTW and give up their team position
and any commissions or rewards that would come to them if the team around them activated.
If they are just being a customer in another Company and have no interest in building that
business that’s fine as the Member can be a Customer in any other networking company.
The reason for this rule is that it has been proven time and time again over many years that
being in more than one networking company at a time will not only cause confusion and or
disruption for that person but also for the Companies concerned.
This is because when a condition of doubt or uncertainty is present as to which Company
they should be in, it makes it virtually impossible to act properly and decently in any
company and the individual is usually 100% of the time destined for failure in either
company. We have seen it happen time and time again. If a person wants true success they
should clearly and definitely choose the company that they want to be in and be happy with
using and selling the products of that company and give all their time and effort to that
company. To do anything else has been proven many, many times over to simply not work.
With all this being said at no time should it be allowed or condoned by anyone in any
Networking Company to entice, coerce, ask or in any other way, shape or form to rip off or
take out any Members from WFTW with the intention of placing them into another
Networking Company.
The same is applied to the Members of WFTW, in that no Member of WFTW or the
Company itself should entice, coerce, ask or in any other way rip out, steal, poach or take out
any distributors from any other Networking Company and put them into WFTW.
This above point when violated in any Company including WFTW is seen as a HUGE
BREACH of good business practice, of loyalty, trust and will have many legal
ramifications for the Member and Networking Companies concerned. Members of WFTW
and Distributors of other Companies and any other Company who engage in this very
unethical business practice of ripping off from other Networking Companies will be dealt
with very firmly and any offending WFTW Members will be fired from WFTW, their
WFTW Membership will be Terminated, they will lose all commissions and rewards and they
will be sued for all damages and losses that are incurred by any party and also be charged any
legal fees.
c) The unethical practice of ripping Member’s out of other Member’s teams and into other
teams or into other Networking Companies is HEAVILY frowned upon. In the history of this
industry there have been many nasty court cases and both the Companies concerned and
Members of different Networking Companies who have engaged in this destructive business
practice have been Sued by the betrayed Company and Distributor concerned and have been
heavily fined by the Courts which sometimes and often runs into many millions of dollars in
fines and damages to the damaged Company or Member. Simply do not get involved in any

of this practice. It will backfire on the Company and Member that gets involved in this
unethical activity ‘big time’.
d) If it has been proven that a Member has been approached by another WFTW Member with
the purpose of ‘stealing’ that Member over to their own Team within WFTW, WFTW
strongly does not and will not condone or agree with this unethical activity and will either
strongly discipline or terminate the Member who has either tried to do this or has done it
depending on the circumstances involved.
e) If there is some personality clash or extenuating circumstances as to why a Member within
WFTW wishes to change their Member location within WFTW, then they have to report the
situation to WFTW and give the extenuating circumstances and WFTW will endeavour to
handle this situation fairly.
42. WFTW has the right to permit its legal entities to reuse or republish any E.Book or any other
e.Publication, Audio Book, Audio Music, Digital Art in any electronic or digital form with the
authorisation from the author’s or their Publishing Agents for any purpose of being an E.Product and
for any other authorised purpose, except if by running that E.Product it will inconvenience the
Author who no longer is selling that item or service indicated in the E.Catalogue.

Authors, Writers, Publishers or Product Suppliers
43. All Authors, Writers, Publishers or Product Suppliers in the WFTW’s e.Catalogue agree to invoice
WFTW monthly once WFTW has informed them as to the number of monthly sales of their E.Books
or E.Products and that invoice will be paid on the 28th of each month by WFTW after all monies
have been paid in by team members and confirmed.
If for some reason WFTW has not contacted the Author, Writer, Publisher or Product Supplier to let
them know of the sales of their E.Product over that month, then it is the responsibility of the Author,
Writer, Publisher or Product Supplier to alert WFTW that they haven’t been given notification of
their E.Book E/Product sales for that month. WFTW will supply this information to the Author,
Writer, Publisher or Product Supplier as soon as humanly possible.
WFTW can use this E.Product in their WFTW’s e.Catalogue on an ongoing basis, knowing that the
Author, Writer or Product Supplier will be paid for this. Further they agree to supply the mentioned
E.Book in a pdf format, so that this can be downloaded by the Members who have bought that
monthly e-product.

The Author, Artist, or Musician further agrees to sign a legal agreement that outlines fully all the
needed terms that both protects the Authors, Writers, Publishers and Product Suppliers and the
WFTW.

The Reverse Engineering And Team Failsafe Agreement
44. Members who have achieved the title of Team Leader and any other Title in the Presidential Circle
and any Title between Team Leader and the Presidential Achievements when asked to do so, if the
need arises or the unthinkable happens and there are absolutely no more people left that can be added
into the overall WFTW Team Membership, then they will be required by WFTW to become a
designated customer for any new Members who are disadvantaged by no more available team
members coming into the team.

This Is The Major Failsafe And Agreement That Everyone Must Agree
To, To Be Part Of The Team. It Has Been Purposely Built Into The

WFTW Team Project To Not Only Help Every Team Member Succeed
But To Protect Anyone From Losing Out And Being Disadvantaged By
Joining The WFTW Team.

